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6.01 GENERAL 
 
Specific recommendations are presented here for achieving the goals of the watershed management 
plan that include the following.  
 

1. Chlorides–Work toward changing the Lake Wingra chloride concentration from 120 mg/l 
to 40 mg/L that existed in the early 1970s. 

  
2. Infiltration–Recover 10 percent of the 742 million gallons of lost infiltration because of 

development in the Lake Wingra Watershed.  
 
3. Phosphorus–Of the 1,900 pounds of phosphorus generated in the watershed each year, 

reduce the phosphorus load reaching Lake Wingra by 50 percent compared to no 
controls. 

 
6.02 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The following recommendations are based on the discussion and analysis in the preceding sections. 
 

1. Chlorides–Create and initiate an active Chloride Catalyst Team to work toward chloride 
reduction goals with actions identified in Section 2 of this plan. 

 
2. Infiltration–Create and initiate an active Infiltration Catalyst Team to work toward 

infiltration goals with actions identified in Section 3 of this plan; 12 specific projects are 
identified for implementation. 

 
3. Phosphorus–Create and initiate an active Phosphorus Catalyst Team to work toward 

infiltration goals with actions identified in Section 4 of this plan. At this time, five 
alternatives have been identified. It is recommended that the Steering Team choose one 
of these alternatives to move forward with into implementation. 

 
4. The City of Madison should budget a yearly dollar amount for implementation of both 

infiltration and phosphorus-based projects seeking to implement all the projects 
recommended for construction in this plan. 

 
5. Track yearly Catalyst Team activities and progress. 
 
6. Consistently pilot new programs and initiatives for potential expansion of programs to 

larger geographic areas. 
 
7. Periodically review the City’s Stormwater Utility Rate Adjustment Policy for effectiveness 

in incentivizing construction of stormwater BMPs. 
 
8. Maintain the City’s P8 model to track progress on phosphorus reductions. 
 
9. Maintain the chloride mass balance spreadsheet. 
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10. Apply for grant opportunities through WDNR’s Urban Nonpoint Source and Stormwater 
Program, Dane County’s Urban Water Quality Management Program, Yahara WINs 
Phosphorus Reducing Grant Program, among others. 

 
11. The City of Madison should budget for yearly assistance by a consultant (as 

recommended by the Steering Team) to support Catalyst Team activities. 
 

6.03 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN  
 
For purposes of an implementation timeline, Table 6.03-1 is presents an initial look at how catalyst 
teams and projects could be implemented. It is intended to change and it is recommended that it be 
updated from time to time. It is envisioned that the City of Madison and the Friends of Lake Wingra will 
lead the Catalyst Teams and recruit/appoint team members. 
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Table 6.03-1 Implementation Plan 
 

 

Addressed In Provides Example Action Schedule
Community Both Required 
Engagement City Infiltration To Meet Muni Depts Muni Gov Residents Commercial

Implementation Incentives Grant and Short-Term 
Plan? Possible? Eligible? TP Control Goal 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Endorsement of Plan

Commitment to Plan Implementation

Catalyst Team Initiation X
Catalyst Team 1/4ly Meetings X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Catalyst Team Annual Tracking Report X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Chlorides
Yes Certification for Applicators

Yes Municipal incentives for certification
Yes Salt Use Guidelines
Yes Yes Salt Use Ordinance
Yes Reduce Municipal Salt Use Pilot

Yes Yes Reduce Municipal Salt Use Expanded

Phosphorus
Yes Modified leaf collection pilot project

Yes Yes-Option 1 Expanded modified leaf collection

Modified street sweeping
Wetland harvesting pilot project

Yes-Option 5 Expanded wetland harvesting

Yes Maybe Yes-Option 4 Expanded Erosion Control Enforcement
No Waterfowl management
No Pet waste enforcement

Capital Improvements: $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K
Yes-Muni Yes-Option 3 Alum Marion Dunn Pond
Yes-Muni Yes-Option 2 Alum Manitou Pond
Yes-Muni UNPS & DC Yes-Option 5 Wingra Park Wet Pond
Yes-Muni UNPS & DC Yes-Option 1 , 3, & 5 Basin Diversion into Manitou Pond $277,000
Yes-Muni UNPS-Awarded Yes-Option 1 , 3, & 5 Thoreau School streambank restoration $299,000
Yes-Muni UNPS & YW Yes-Option 3 & 5 Cherokee Dr streambank restoration

Infiltration
Yes Yes No Yes Private commercial rain gardens
Yes UNPS Yes Commercial porous pavement pilot
Yes Yes UNPS Yes Yes Commercial porous pavement expanded
Yes Yes No Yes Downspout disconnection program
Yes Yes Yes Yes Expanded Rain barrel program
Yes Yes UNPS & YW Yes Yes Terrance rain gardens $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K $X0K

Yes No Yes Private residential rain gardens
Capital Improvements: $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K $X00K

Yes-Muni UNPS, DC, & YW Infilt. Only* Yes Arbor Hil ls infi ltration Facil ity* $884,000
Yes-Muni UNPS, DC, & YW Yes Yes Grandview Blvd Bioswales $612,000
Yes-Muni UNPS, DC, & YW Yes Yes Glenway Golf Course Wet Pond & Infi ltration $1,819,400
Yes-Muni UNPS, DC, & YW Yes Yes Green Monroe St Reconstruction $532,000
Yes-Muni UNPS, DC, & YW Yes Yes Devolis Park Bioretention Facil ity* $331,000
Yes-Muni UNPS, DC, & YW Yes Yes Westmorland Park Bioretention Basin $249,000

UNPS = DNR Urban Nonpoint Source and Stormwater Grant Program
DC = Dane County Urban Water Quality Grant Program
YW = MMSD Yahara WINs Phosphorus Reducing Grant Program

Alt deicers , reduce mi leage, expand anti -i cing, 
reduce # appl ications

*Arbor Hills Infiltration Facility and Develois Park Bioretention are in Groundwater Watershed but Outside Surface Water Watershed
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	Section 1 Introduction
	Figure 1.03-1 Study Area Location Relative to Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources Basins
	The following definitions and abbreviations are presented as an aid to the reader.
	A. Definitions
	B. Abbreviations

	Section 2 Chlorides Revised
	Circle diameter proportional to chloride concentration
	Figure 2.02-1 Madison Wells with Chlorides (City of Madison 2011 Salt Report)
	Figure 2.02-2  Yahara Lakes Chloride Levels (City of Madison 2012 Salt Report)

	Section 5 Stakeholder Engagement
	A. Introduction and Goals
	The Lake Wingra Watershed Management Plan identifies the critical actions seeking to achieve the goals outlined in the 2009 document Lake Wingra: A Vision for the Future. These goals include: (1) clean, clear water, (2) restored spring flow, (3) abund...
	The previous sections of this report identify critical actions that work toward achieving these goals. The critical actions have varying effectiveness and different responsible entities. The word cloud shown in Figure 5.01-1 illustrates the entities t...
	Looking at chlorides, one can understand the complexity of the interaction. A resident can take strident measures to reduce salt use in the winter, yet residential properties only contribute about 1 percent of the chlorides reaching Lake Wingra. The c...
	A positive dynamic is the numerous advocacy groups and government committees that support similar measures, yet with different objectives. For instance, MMSD currently is promoting reduced winter maintenance salt use within its service area. While ben...
	The numerous organizations and initiatives throughout the Yahara Lakes and Rock River Basin provides the opportunity for partnerships, capitalizing on joint efforts. The following paragraphs describe types of collaborative efforts proposed for the wat...
	A. Pilot Projects
	Most changes in legislation, policy, or management require a track record of success, both in implementation and effectiveness. Pilot projects are an excellent way to build this track record. The small scale implementation trial allows managers the op...
	1. The watershed is made up of well-organized neighborhoods.
	2. Many residents already have an environmental stewardship ethos.
	3. The watershed has a dedicated advocacy organization focused on Lake Wingra watershed water quality.
	4. The watershed provides a smaller water-body for evaluation.
	B. Governmental Advocacy
	There are numerous water quality issues being discussed within the City and Dane County government committee structure. For example, Dane County’s Lakes and Watershed Commission has been discussing the use of chlorides in winter maintenance and Madiso...
	C. Interdepartmental Partnerships
	Table 5.02-1 illustrates the importance of interdepartmental partnerships. The Madison Engineering department is largely responsible for water quality (MS4 permit and TMDL compliance) and the corresponding measures needed to reduce water pollutants. Y...
	D. Neighborhood Organizations
	There are many neighborhood organizations within the Wingra Watershed. Their role is important because they influence the priorities of their representative alderpersons. The Wingra Watershed plan requires changes in budget priorities, management prac...
	Additionally, some critical actions require behavior and management changes by residents within the watershed. Members within neighborhood organizations are leaders within their community and are         best- suited to communicating information and c...
	The Watershed Plan process has and will have several meetings with neighborhood organizations. Neighborhood organization interaction will need to continue to achieve the watershed plan goals. The following is a list neighborhood organizations within t...
	1. Arbor Hills
	2. Burr Oaks
	3. Dudgeon-Monroe
	4. Faircrest
	5. Greenbush
	6. Greentree
	7. Hill Farms University
	8. Midvale Heights Community Association
	9. Nakoma League
	10. Orchard Ridge Community Club
	11. Regent
	12. Summit Woods
	13. Sunset Hills
	14. Sunset Village
	15. Vilas
	16. Westmorland
	17. South Metropolitan Business Association
	18. Bay Creek Neighborhood
	19. Friends of Lake Wingra
	E. General Public
	As mentioned, many watershed critical actions require either behavior change by residents or acceptance/support of management changes by government entities. General public information and engagement are generally parts of government sponsored program...
	5.03 IMPLEMENTATION AND ENGAGEMENT
	The Lake Wingra Watershed Management Plan recommends the use of catalyst teams for implementing the recommendations of the watershed plan and engaging the appropriate entities for the recommended critical actions. There would be three catalyst teams, ...
	Figures 5.03-2, 5.03-3, and 5.03-4 illustrate how catalyst teams, partnering with other organizations with similar objectives, could move toward implementing critical actions that improve Lake Wingra Water quality and infiltration.
	The use of catalyst teams has several advantages:
	1. They are dynamic, allowing the team to capitalize on opportunities as they arise.
	2. They are collaborative, partnering with organizations that have similar objectives.
	3. They are focused, consistently advocating for the water quality issue they are tasked with.
	5.04 SUGGESTED CATALYST TEAM MEMBERSHIP
	Tables 5.04-1 through 5.04-3 suggest representation that could be considered in the formation of the catalyst teams. It is recommended that these teams be formed in late 2015, meet quarterly thereafter starting in the 1st quarter of 2016, and track th...
	5.05 CRITICAL ACTIONS
	Sections 2 through 4 of this report discuss critical actions that address water quality and infiltration in the Lake Wingra Watershed. Many of the critical actions, such as the Westmorland Park Bioretention Basin, are project-based requiring a governm...
	5.06 COMMUNITY-BASED SOCIAL MARKETING PRINCIPLES GUIDING CATALYST TEAMS
	Many of the measures will require changing behaviors within the community. Behavior change initiatives can be largely ineffective if not designed properly. Guiding principles that should be used in engagement programs to increase the likelihood of suc...
	1. Interpersonal communication is most effective at changing attitudes and behaviors.
	2. Opinion leaders within affinity circles can have a large influence on individual actions. People look to others to guide their behavior.
	3. Modifying a social norm can have a large effect on day-to-day behaviors.
	4. Convenience (eliminating barriers) can make a substantial difference in participation.
	5. Expressed commitment (particularly written) increases compliance.
	6. Public recognition can help initiate and sustain behavior change.
	1. Identify critical actions where community behavior change is essential to achieve water quality goals.
	2. Identify perceived barriers and benefits of current and preferred behaviors.
	3. Provide an outline of behavior change tools that could address the target behavior.
	4. Suggest a program outline to initiate and maintain behavior change.
	5.07 GOVERNMENT INTERACTION PRINCIPLES GUIDING CATALYST TEAMS
	A. Project-Based Measures
	Many critical actions of the Watershed Management Plan are project-based, meaning a government entity would be the lead agency or primary responsible party. Project-based critical actions must obtain funding and typically compete against other potenti...
	The following list is the current City’s New Capital Budget Request Procedure for discretionary projects. Discretionary projects include shorelines, pond/greenway construction/repair, and dredging. Nondiscretionary projects include street reconstructi...
	1. Projects can be proposed by staff, citizens, or representatives.
	2. If project has merit, proposed project is put into a 6-year budget timeline (current year + 5 years). Budgetary restraints are addressed by staff.
	3. Proposed budget is submitted to the mayor.
	a. List of proposed projects includes any budget cuts.
	b. Additional project requests are submitted separately as “exceptions.”
	4. Mayor reviews budget.
	5. Common Council approves budget.
	6. If the project is proposed beyond the current year, the process is repeated annually until it is in the current year’s approved budget.
	7. Staff proposes project to neighborhood and alder(s).
	a. First public informational meeting is held–Project need is discussed prior to design.
	b. Project timeline is established.
	c. Survey, borings, and wetland delineations are requested (as needed).
	8. Draft design is completed.
	a. Second public informational meeting is held.
	b. Plan may be revised, dropped, or proceed to final design (followed by bid and construction).
	B. Management-Based Measures (Government Department)
	Several of the critical actions are management-based measures where a government department would be the primary acting body. Management changes, such as modified leaf collection methods, are discussed in this report because they are a key component t...
	1. Operational Budget and Staff Resources
	Much of the City’s operational budget is fixed and is based on wages/benefits and payments to other agencies (e.g., MMSD). Often there are budget cuts for various city departments. The operational budget for the City’s Engineering Department has been ...
	2. Changes to Operational Budget
	1. A change to the Operational Budget that reduces cost to comply with a mayoral budget reduction mandate can be offered by a Department head. The mayor decides what to accept as part of his/her budget proposal to the Common Council.
	2. A change that would increase costs can be proposed by a Department head as a supplemental request to the mayor. This would likely be due to a regulatory requirement, offset by another Department’s budget, or an increase in benefits/service to justi...
	3. If the proposed change is accepted by the mayor, it is then presented to the Common Council. Once approved, it is included in the adopted budget and implemented by the appropriate Department(s).
	Resource allocation may be a continuing challenge. However, changes can occur through sequential and consistent efforts. If one compares management practices in 2014 to those in effect in 2000, there are numerous success stories of change in the midst...
	Continued and even greater interdepartmental coordination and cooperation will be needed to obtain the greatest gains. As each Department understands and embraces a broader set of objectives, it is able to effectively apply that expertise toward the b...
	5.08 CHLORIDE CATALYST TEAM
	The chloride catalyst team will need to influence several fronts to achieve measurable chloride reductions within Lake Wingra. The greatest chloride reductions are likely to be achieved through winter maintenance changes of government and commercial a...
	Critical and supporting actions available for the chloride catalyst team include the following:
	1. Reduce commercial applicator salt use through:
	a. Developing a commercial applicator training program
	b. Developing a commercial applicator certification program
	c. Developing county-wide salt application guidelines
	d. Developing county-wide salt application ordinance
	2. Reduce municipal applicator salt use through:
	a. Expanding the use of anti-icing
	b. Exploring the use of alternate deicers through pilot projects
	c. Exploring different winter management techniques on salt routes.
	3. Reduce residential salt application through educating homeowners on appropriate salt application and the consequences of using salt for winter maintenance.
	The following paragraphs describe efforts the chloride catalyst team can consider.
	A. Training and Certification Program for Commercial Salt Applicators
	Commercial applicators represent the single largest contributor of chlorides to Lake Wingra. This critical action builds on the training workshop efforts that have occurred in 2009 and again in 2014 for salt applicators. This critical action would imp...
	1. Identifying a government body that would be responsible for certification.
	2. Advocating for funding and staffing needed to run a certification program.
	3. Advocating for incentives to applicators and property owners who participate in the certification program. These incentives could include:
	a. Favored status when bidding on government winter maintenance contracts
	b. Providing stormwater utility fee reductions for property owners using certified contractors.
	c. Creating an “Environmental Winter Maintenance” branding that recognizes contractors and property owners that practice environmentally friendly winter maintenance practices
	B. Maximum Salt Use Guidelines and Ordinances
	Commercial applicators have a variety of barriers that reduce their willingness to use less salt. These include:
	1. Winter maintenance contracts that use quantity of salt as a payment item, encouraging abundant application of salt.
	2. The absence of maximum salt guidelines or ordinances provides commercial applicators with limited defense against torts.
	3. Customer expectations for bare pavement in winter months.
	4. The reluctance to treat pavements multiple times (rather than once) during a winter storm.
	This critical action addresses the second bullet, and would first establish maximum salt use guidelines for either the City or Dane County or both. As public and government norms change further with the guidelines, there may be political support and o...
	Actions the catalyst team could take to establish the maximum salt use guidelines and ordinances are multifaceted. An approach will probably need to include some or all of the following:
	1. Presentations to applicable city/county committees.
	2. Briefings with key elected officials.
	3. Development of guideline and ordinance text.
	4. Interaction with area commercial salt applicators and property managers.
	5. Council or board sponsor.
	6. Presentation of guidelines/ordinances and justification to referred committees as well as common council/board.
	When guidelines and/or ordinances are enacted, other efforts to educate applicators on the guidelines/ordinance, as well as methods to enforce an ordinance, will need to be developed.
	C. Reduction of Municipal Salt Use
	Government application of salt represents the second greatest contributor to chlorides in Lake Wingra, contributing about a third of the chlorides that reach the lake. The salt application by City winter maintenance staff has been growing though the d...
	Since this deals with a change in management by city forces, advocating for change by a catalyst team will be challenging. The City Streets and Recycling Department receives much more public feedback requesting more salt use, rather than less salt use...
	The following paragraphs describe possible measures the chloride catalyst team could pursue to reduce municipal salt usage. With all these measures, the catalyst team will need to find avenues to influence management practices of City departments. Thi...
	1. Expanding the practice of Anti-Icing. Anti-icing helps provide extra time for winter pavement maintenance and helps reduce overall road salt application. The Streets Department has recently purchased additional equipment to expand the practice of a...
	2. Pilot Projects. The widespread change in management practices is unlikely to occur without supporting experiences and data from a smaller area. Pilot projects that could be explored include:
	a. Reducing the number of applications per snow event on a section of a salt route. The current application rate per event is several times the recommended application rate per pass. Altering management techniques might allow the City/County to make f...
	b. Investigating alternate deicers. Several municipalities are using different deicers, such as agricultural byproducts, as part of their snow removal strategy. The Madison Health Department has cautioned the use of deicers having a biological oxygen ...
	c. Monitor salt application using GIS technologies. Monitoring the salt application rate on different salt routes within the city could help the Streets Department better manage its winter maintenance activities.
	D. Reduction of Residential Salt Use
	While residential salt use is not a major chloride contributor to the lake system, changing salt use behavior with residents is essential for changing the overall social norms that are necessary to get guidelines and ordinances enacted. This education...
	1. Educating homeowners of the unwanted effects of winter salt on wildlife and our lakes.
	2. Educating homeowners on best winter maintenance practices.
	3. Providing greater access to materials (e.g., sand drop-offs).
	MMSD is making a concerted effort in this area and could provide a valuable partnership.
	5.09 INFILTRATION CATALYST TEAM
	This report provides critical actions to increase infiltration in an effort to maintain and restore spring flow in the Lake Wingra watershed. As with the phosphorus critical actions, some infiltration measures are project-based while others are commun...
	A.  Project-Based Measures (Government)
	This report lists some project-based critical actions that could increase infiltration:
	1. Westmorland Park Bioretention
	2. Devolis Park (Axel Avenue) Bioretention
	3. Arbor Hills Greenway Infiltration
	4. Glenway Golf Course Wet Pond and Infiltration
	5. Grandview Blvd Bioswales
	6. Monroe Street Green Reconstruction
	Many of these measures also have phosphorus reduction benefits. Some of the listed projects have been presented to residents and have not experienced broad support. As mentioned previously, the infiltration catalyst team may need to partner with gover...
	The catalyst team could work with the neighborhood alders to introduce projects into the City’s Capital Budget. Section 5.07 describes the City’s New Capital Budget Request Procedure for discretionary projects.
	B.  Community-Based Measures
	There are several critical actions that are focused on residential and commercial properties. Governments and advocacy groups sometimes use incentives to increase participation in the critical action. The infiltration catalyst group could work on seve...
	1. Initiating, maintaining, or increasing funding for incentive programs.
	2. Educating watershed residents regarding infiltration measures and the availability of incentive programs.
	3. Recruiting residents to participate in the infiltration programs and practice good rain water management.
	The following paragraphs describe some of these critical actions in more detail.
	1. Rain Gardens, Downspout Redirection, and Rain Barrels
	This critical measure seeks to divert roof rainwater destined for the storm sewer to areas where the water can infiltrate. Measures that achieve this can be somewhat simple and very cost-effective. Examples include the following:
	a. Relocating gutter downspout discharges away from pavements and onto pervious areas. Currently the City does not have a downspout disconnection program. The catalyst team could advocate for a downspout disconnection program, or partner with other or...
	b. Installing rain barrels. Local organizations1F  used to sell and install rain barrels. The City Streets and Recycling, with Dane County, provides discounted rain barrels to the public every spring (about $120 in spring 2015). There is no organizati...
	c. Disconnecting rainwater discharges that are directly connected to the storm sewer system or flow directly into the gutter pan on the street. Current disconnection permit fees, according to M.G.O. 37.05 (7)(a)3. is $1,000 with a possible $900 refund...
	d. Constructing rain gardens to collect roof runoff. Plant Dane (my fair lakes) provides a cost-sharing program that helps subsidize rain garden plantings. The City’s 1,000 rain garden program seeks to increase rain garden installation through educati...
	e. Installing terrace rain gardens. The City Engineering currently offers              cost-sharing for rain gardens in terraces in conjunction with street reconstructions and resurfacing projects, where they are appropriate.2F  The rain gardens must ...
	This discussion is focused on residential rainwater drainage. Rainwater management measures for commercial roofs could also be implemented through the City’s review process for commercial/construction permitting.
	2. Permeable Pavement
	This critical action would have to have property owners, including residential, multifamily residential, commercial, institutional, and government, reduce impermeable pavement installations. This can occur in a variety of ways (Figure 5.09-1), such as...
	a. Reducing pavement, such as installing driveway tracks instead of driveways.
	b. Using nonengineered pavement grids (without a subpavement water storage layer) for little-used parking areas.
	c. Installing porous pavements.
	For porous pavement, initial efforts could focus on collecting a series of early success pilot projects to serve as examples to others. Eventually porous pavements, pavement grids, and driveway tracks could become a requirement of the design approval ...
	There are many directions the catalyst team could seek to start and increase porous pavement installations. The following describes a couple of possible examples.
	1. Advocate for a porous pavement pilot project on a City-owned property (government sponsored discretionary capital project). Parking lot pavements within Vilas Park or the zoo could serve as pilot projects and are within the watershed.
	2. Encourage city staff and legislators to consider infiltration, including use of porous pavements, in the plan review process.
	3. Advocate for initiating city-sponsored grant program subsidizing a portion of driveway tracks, pavement grids, or permeable pavement installation as an expansion/formalization of the City’s stormwater utility credit policy.
	4. Advocate for requiring porous pavements for parking lots when commercial properties are redeveloped.
	5.10 PHOSPHORUS CATALYST TEAM
	This report provides critical actions to achieve targeted phosphorus reductions in Lake Wingra. As mentioned, the efforts of the catalyst team are not intended to be prescriptive, which constrains the team and effectiveness. But rather they are intend...
	A. Advocating for Project Based Measures
	Project-based critical actions are essential for achieving the phosphorus reductions necessary to meet the watershed objectives. The catalyst team can work with elected officials (and city staff) to using the methods described in Section 5.07 to intro...
	1. Westmorland Park Bioretention Basin
	2. Monroe Street Reconstruction
	3. Arbor Hills Infiltration Facility
	4. Devolis Park Bioretention
	5. Grandview Boulevard Bioswales
	6. Glenway Golf Course Wet Pond and Infiltration
	7. Alum Treatment in Manitou Pond
	8. Alum Treatment at Marion Dunn Pond
	9. Streambank Restoration at Henry David Thoreau School
	10. Diversion of Basin W102-D-0193-H-MAC-C to Manitou Pond
	11. Streambank Restoration on Cherokee Drive
	12. Wingra Park Wet Pond
	The watershed plan recommends aligning these project-based measures with other city efforts to meet the TSS and TP reductions associated with the Rock River TMDL requirements. This would have the effect of moving the project from discretionary to regu...
	In addition to advocating for project funding, the phosphorus catalyst team should partner with government sponsors to develop a proactive and strategic information program that enables future community and council/board support.
	B. Advocating for Management Changes
	Management changes are also necessary to achieve the needed phosphorus reductions. Possible management changes include the following:
	1. Modified leaf collection methods.
	2. Water fowl management (harvesting).
	3. Wetland harvesting.
	4. Modified street sweeping methods/schedule.
	5. Commercial fertilizer application at Nakoma Golf Course and Odana Hills Golf Course.
	Influencing management changes within city and county departments is more difficult. Budgets, staff resources, and known methods hinder the ability/willingness to change management measures. Within this structure, probably the greatest gains can be ma...
	The departments typically report directly to the mayor or county executive. Continuing to inform these elected officials of benefits of management changes will provide support for these measures.
	Some of the possible critical actions focus on the enforcement of regulations. The phosphorus catalyst group can influence enforcement-based measures by advocating for funding of positions responsible for enforcement. In some instances, advocating for...
	1. Construction Site Erosion
	This critical action seeks to increase compliance with construction site erosion control regulations. Three different entities monitor erosion control. On July 21, 2014, watershed team members met with city staff to discuss current enforcement efforts...
	(http://www.cityofmadison.com/engineering/erosionActive.cfm). The City Engineering Department received a Yahara Wins grant from MMSD for an erosion control inspector for the 2013-2014 season. The intent would be to continue having a dedicated erosion ...
	The Wisconsin Department of Commerce (Commerce) has authority and the responsibility for construction site erosion control for building sites for public buildings and places or employment and one- and two-family dwellings. All commercial building cons...
	This critical action focuses on City-based management change regarding enforcement. As mentioned, two City Departments are responsible for erosion control enforcement. The City Engineering Department is responsible for road construction projects on ci...
	a. Proper funding for enforcement–As mentioned, two agencies are responsible for erosion control enforcement. The catalyst team could consistently advocate for appropriately staffing these positions.
	b. Regulation consistency–Discussions with enforcement personnel indicate that legally they have had difficulty enforcing regulations that are more stringent than the state statutes. Consistency between regulations would aid their enforcement efforts.
	c. Regulation type–The current regulations are reactive rather than proactive, meaning that contractors will receive a citation after there has been erosion control infraction. Regulations that focus on preventive measures would provide enforcement pe...
	2. Pet Waste Enforcement
	For this critical action, the catalyst team could focus on either education or enforcement of Madison’s General Ordinance 7.322. This ordinance requires all dog owners/keepers to have a means of removing pet waste on their person while in public with ...
	5.11 PILOT PROJECT
	A. Pilot Project Selection
	The Lake Wingra Watershed Plan includes a pilot project. A series of potential pilot projects was presented at the March 25, 2014, Wingra Watershed Steering Committee Meeting. The proposed projects included targeting phosphorus reduction, increased in...
	1. Leaf management appears to be a highly effective measure to reduce phosphorus within the watershed.
	2. The City Streets Department and its contractor are willing to test this in the 2015 leaf collection.
	3. There seems to be an opportunity for collaboration between government entities’ ability to fund a program and the need for community behavior change.
	The pilot project was started with the 2014 fall season as a baseline. During this season, property owners were made aware of the project and on-site leaf management measures were encouraged. With the 2015 fall season, plans are to encourage property ...
	Recruitment of leaders and participants has been done and needs to continue to occur throughout the whole Wingra watershed (and beyond). Yet only a portion of the watershed would use staff resources to canvass households and monitor participation leve...
	B. 2014 Season
	During the 2014 season, the goal of the pilot project was to keep “leaves out of the street,” which was the motto of the program. To alert homeowners in the watershed, the City hosted a public informational meeting on September 18, 2014, to introduce ...
	A major factor leading to unkempt leaf piles is the inability for homeowners to predict when City forces are coming to collect leaf piles. To address this concern, the homeowners in the pilot project area were encouraged to sign up for an e-mail notif...
	The leaf piles in the pilot project area streets were compared to streets in the nearby control area that did not have the extra education and notification efforts. Generally the pilot project area had better leaf management practices than the adjacen...
	C. 2015 Season
	The 2015 season will build on the program infrastructure developed during the 2014 season. Residents in the pilot project area will be asked to bag their leaves. City forces will collect those bags and use an existing shredder to process the leaf mate...
	If successful, the program could be expanded to other portions of the city, leading to greater phosphorus reductions.

	Section 6 Conclusions and Recommendations
	The following recommendations are based on the discussion and analysis in the preceding sections.
	1. Chlorides–Create and initiate an active Chloride Catalyst Team to work toward chloride reduction goals with actions identified in Section 2 of this plan.
	2. Infiltration–Create and initiate an active Infiltration Catalyst Team to work toward infiltration goals with actions identified in Section 3 of this plan; 12 specific projects are identified for implementation.
	3. Phosphorus–Create and initiate an active Phosphorus Catalyst Team to work toward infiltration goals with actions identified in Section 4 of this plan. At this time, five alternatives have been identified. It is recommended that the Steering Team ch...
	4. The City of Madison should budget a yearly dollar amount for implementation of both infiltration and phosphorus-based projects seeking to implement all the projects recommended for construction in this plan.
	5. Track yearly Catalyst Team activities and progress.
	6. Consistently pilot new programs and initiatives for potential expansion of programs to larger geographic areas.
	7. Periodically review the City’s Stormwater Utility Rate Adjustment Policy for effectiveness in incentivizing construction of stormwater BMPs.
	8. Maintain the City’s P8 model to track progress on phosphorus reductions.
	9. Maintain the chloride mass balance spreadsheet.
	10. Apply for grant opportunities through WDNR’s Urban Nonpoint Source and Stormwater Program, Dane County’s Urban Water Quality Management Program, Yahara WINs Phosphorus Reducing Grant Program, among others.
	11. The City of Madison should budget for yearly assistance by a consultant (as recommended by the Steering Team) to support Catalyst Team activities.
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	Prepared and respectfully submitted by Jon Lindert.
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	Section 4 Phosphorus.pdf
	Street sweepings generally consist of street dirt accumulation and sand applied as part of municipal deicing operations. Studies have been completed documenting the effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of street sweeping at providing significant sto...
	8. Wetland Harvesting–Wetlands clean stormwater, provide green space in an urban environment, and provide wildlife habitat. The accumulation of phosphorus in the wetland soils occurs as the wetland cleanses stormwater. Some of this phosphorus is taken...
	From a delivery factor standpoint, phosphorus sequestered in wetlands is not considered significantly mobile other than potentially after more extreme storm events. Therefore, a delivery factor of 0.03 was used for this action item.
	9. Waterfowl Management–The City has been actively monitoring, studying, and managing giant Canada geese populations in select locations within the City (Figure 4.04-15). This has included oiling of eggs and active management of geese, for example act...
	Active management of geese or other waterfowl is an effective strategy in removing what might be considered a nuisance or to reduce bacteria levels near beaches. Waterfowl management is an important tool to address beach contamination from E. coli. Ho...
	10. Construction Site Erosion Control Enforcement–This action item involves increased staff support (one LTE). The associated cost to the City was assumed to be $45,000. The impact of this activity on phosphorus diversion is difficult to quantify; how...
	There will be a point of diminishing returns on erosion control inspection and enforcement that the City may eventually reach and that could reduce the annual pounds diverted from the lakes in the future. Either initially or when that point of diminis...
	An example of a construction site erosion control BMP is shown in Figure 4.04-16.
	For purposes of this plan, performance of porous pavement was evaluated with the assumptions shown in Table 4.04-4b.

	Forward.pdf
	1. Clean, clear water.
	2. Restored spring flow.
	3. Abundant native plants and animals.
	4. Stewardship and enjoyment.
	The Friends of Lake Wingra then advocated for, and partnered with, the City of Madison Engineering Department to develop a watershed plan that worked toward achieving these goals. This report is a result of their persistent efforts. It is the product ...
	This watershed plan targets three critical issues: chlorides, infiltration, and phosphorus. Table 2 lists just some of the critical actions recommended for each.
	While this plan provides a solid foundation for measurable water quality improvement, unless the critical actions are implemented, no change will occur. The plan recommends that the Steering Committee continue as a body that provides active guidance t...
	1. They are dynamic, allowing the team to capitalize on opportunities as they arise.
	2. They are collaborative, partnering with organizations that have similar objectives.
	3. They are focused, consistently advocating for the water quality issue they are tasked with.
	Finally the plan recommends liberally using pilot projects within the watershed to test management measures. Most changes in legislation, policy, or management require a track record of success, both in implementation and effectiveness. Pilot projects...
	1. The watershed is made up of well-organized neighborhoods.
	2. Many residents already have an environmental stewardship ethos.
	3. The watershed has a dedicated advocacy organization focused on Lake Wingra watershed water quality.
	4. The watershed provides a smaller water-body for evaluation.
	________________________
	1Recommended phosphorus reduction actions to be determined.
	While the challenges in implementing the recommendations listed in this report are numerous, the opportunity for success is great. The watershed is made up of environmentally minded neighborhoods that have a history of effective advocacy. Few other wa...




